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There is

no substitute

for the

original
When it comes to original replacement of
spare parts, trust only Roto
Of course, there's more to it than what meets the eyes when it comes to comparing the original and
copy. Differences those are subtle at first glance and glaring in real terms. The same is true when it
comes to comparing original ROTO spares and others. Differences that are not so obvious at first
glance but have a devastating effect on your Progressive Cavity Pump.

Zero Leakage
only in Roto spares

Rotor Difference
The rotor, one of the two vital components manufactured using a sophisticated profile generation
technology specially developed for this purpose. In absence of this technology one can only

Warranty
A full 12 months warranty is
standard

with

all

ROTO

produce copies that are greatly wanting in accuracies, so critical for the components.
All materials conforming to International standards combined with Heat treatment, hard chrome

components

plating and special Surface Coatings technology, ROTO ensures longer life even under arduous

Purchasing ROTO spares results

duty conditions.

in greater efficiency, reduced
purchasing and running costs

Stator Difference

and longer equipment life- as

Stator is the other chief contributor to the life of the pump. Its manufacturing requires a thorough

well as guaranteed quality and

understanding of generation of Double Helix profile that corresponds to the single helix profile of

value for money

the Rotor.ROTO has mastered the stator mould making technology which takes into account the
process ant the elastomer compounding variants.Micronic accuracy moulds and advanced
compounding technology perfected by ROTO are used to produce high quality stators having
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desired properties. That makes ROTO's Stators best in the world.

Quality Assurance
ROTO parts are produced to ISO 9001: 2000. Strict quality procedures ensure the control of
accurate manufacturing tolerances, resulting in dimensionally interchangeable parts.
ROTO state of the - art manufacturing facility and in house polymer unit ensures 100 % quality
conformance of all the critical components manufactured in-house.

It is easy to identify
the Original
E
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Identifying the genuine Roto Spares

Roto
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Look for these identifications on Genuine Roto spares
ROTOR

STATOR

ROTOR
Look for the
Sr. No. at the face
of the rotor

STATOR

STATOR

STATOR

Look at suction side of
Stator for serial number
and material code

Look for the Tapered
Entry and ROTO FLOW
trade mark

To source the genuine Roto spare parts, call or email :
R

Marketing Head Office

Roto

Roto House, Noida Special Economic Zone, Noida - 201305, India.
Tel.: +91 (0120) 3043901-4, Fax.: +91 (0120) 2562561. E mail: contact@rotopumps.com Website: www.rotopumps.com

International

Dealer/Branch

Australia
35, Pelmet Crescent, Thomastown, Victoria 3074,
Tel.: +61 3 94620133 Fax.: +61 3 94620323
E mail: melb@rotopumps.com.au

United Kingdom
Unit 3, Greg Street, Reddish Stockport Cheshire SK5 7BS
Tel.: +44 (0) 1614775511 Fax: +44 (0) 1614747900
Email: sales@rotopumps.co.uk

Cheap and

lookalike

parts

can

damage

your

pump

